Choose the correct word or words to complete each sentence.

1. No one is really sure how the huge stones of Stonehenge, ______________, were moved to the south of England thousands of years ago.
   a. that is an ancient monument  
   b. it is an ancient monument  
   c. an ancient monument  
   d. is an ancient monument

2. I spoke to the man ____________ by the door.
   a. he was sitting  
   b. who was sitting  
   c. c. who sits  
   d. sat

3. Do you know anything about the new requirements ____________?
   a. that announced  
   b. that they announced  
   c. they announced them  
   d. that they announced them

4. The woman ____________ gave me a very positive letter of recommendation.
   a. whom I worked  
   b. that worked with  
   c. who I worked  
   d. with whom I worked

Choose the correct word to complete each sentence. Choose X when an indefinite or definite article is not necessary in the sentence.

5. ____________ microscope was invented in the seventeenth century by a Dutch scientist named Anton van Leeuwenhoek.
   a. The  
   b. One  
   c. Some  
   d. X

6. During the spring semester, ____________ chemistry will not be offered.
   a. the  
   b. a  
   c. X  
   d. any

7. Her parents were professors at ____________ small university.
   a. a  
   b. the  
   c. any  
   d. X

Choose the correct response to complete each conversation.

8. A: The woman who called Helen is a famous athlete.
   B: ____________
   a. I didn't know Helen was famous.  
   b. Why did Helen call her?  
   c. What is the woman's name?  
   d. I didn't know Helen was an athlete.
   B: ____________
      a. How many? c. Should I cook them?
      b. Where is it? d. How much did they cost?

10. A: There were two witnesses, and I spoke to one of them.
    B: ____________
       a. What about another one? c. What about the other one?
       b. What about the others? d. What about another?

    B: ____________
       a. When did she order it? c. Who ordered the book?
       b. Why hasn't she arrived? d. Where did she put it?

Rewrite each sentence using the reduced relative clause.
12. I bought the shoes that were made in Italy.
    ____________

13. Look at the man who is wearing a tuxedo.
    ____________

14. There are the dresses that are on sale.
    ____________

Match the sentence ending to the correct beginning.
____ 15. French is a language
       a. that she has to iron.
       b. he can finish quickly.
       c. which she hopes to attend.
       d. I've never studied.
       e. whom I've never met.
       f. she hates to eat.
       g. which his father built.
       h. that she never answered.

16. He sent her an email
    ____________

17. He's marrying a woman
    ____________

Complete each sentence with a or an.
18. Sheila has __________________ unique singing voice, doesn't she?
19. I don't think there's __________________ hospital in his town that can perform open-heart surgery.
20. Mr. Porter will be coming back in about __________________ hour.